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Chapter 2781 
David and the Three Great Thieves sat on the pterosaur, and soon caught up 

with Liu Ruyan and the others! 

Seeing this, David let the pterosaurs fall and put them down! 

After all, it’s not very far from Jialing County, so it would be too ostentatious 

to go to Jialing County with a pterodactyl! 

“Thank you so much…” 

David stroked the head of a pterosaur and said! 

The pterosaur let out a roar, seemed to be responding to David, and then 

spread its wings and flew away! 

“David, are you okay?” 

Seeing David’s distressed look, Liu Ruyan asked distressedly! 

“I’m fine!” David smiled and shook his head. 

“Mr. Chen, your body is very weak. How can you be like this?” The 

third elder saw that David didn’t have any injuries, but his breath was 

extremely weak, so he asked in puzzlement! 



“Mr. Chen made it like this by picking the thunder fruit that day. The thunder 

tree was so perverted that day, it was able to send out the power of lightning 

to bombard the people who picked the thunder fruit!” Dajie said 

! 

“What? Mr. Chen, you picked the Sky Thunder Fruit?” 

Yihe asked in disbelief after hearing this! 

One must know that the Thunder Eagle King is capable of overcoming 

tribulations, and David is only at the second rank of the Body Fit Realm, so 

how could he possibly get the Sky Thunder Fruit? 

Moreover, Lei Shu’s thunder and lightning power that day was also extremely 

powerful. Even if he was at the peak of the Fusion Realm, he would be 

seriously injured if he got hit by it. David was not injured, but his breath was 

weak! 

David nodded, “I picked three. If it wasn’t for the abnormal lightning power of 

the Thunder Tree that day, I guess I could pick a few more…” 

Hearing what David said, the others didn’t react, after all, they also I don’t 

know the power of the thunder tree that day! 

But Yihe’s eyes widened, and he said in disbelief, “Mr. Chen, you actually 

picked three Sky Thunder Fruits? It’s simply unbelievable. Didn’t the Thunder 

Eagle King stop you? 

” Not here, I should have gone to Jialing County, that’s why I got it.” 

David explained! 

“But even if the Thunder Eagle King is not there, it is impossible not to send 

other bloodthirsty Thunder Eagles to guard, and the power of lightning on the 



Thunder Tree that day was also extremely terrifying. How can you resist it?” 

Yihe couldn’t figure it out 

. How did David, a monk of the second rank of the Composite Body Realm, 

resist the lightning attack! 

David briefly followed Yihe Yaohuang, including the matter of using the stone 

iron bridge to hold back the Ning family! 

After hearing David’s words, Yihe couldn’t help but admire him! 

David was brave and resourceful, not reckless! 

However, it is a miracle that David’s physical body can forcibly resist the 

thunder and lightning attacks of the Tianlei Tree many times! 

“Mr. Chen, don’t spread the news about your obtaining the Sky Thunder Fruit. 

If you spread it at the pharmacist conference, you will definitely cause a lot of 

trouble!” The 

third elder reminded David! 

“Yes, it can’t be spread. If the Thunder Eagle King finds out, he will definitely 

not let it go. Now that only a few of us know, we must keep the secret and 

don’t tell it!” Yihe said 

! 

“Don’t worry, the three of us will definitely not tell the truth, but the two elders 

of the Feitian Sect know about Mr. Chen’s picking of the Tianlei fruit. If they 

also go to Jialing County, they may not tell the news. It was leaked.” 

Dajie said! 

“This is a little troublesome. If it doesn’t work, we’ll be waiting outside Jialing 

County for the elders of the Feitian Sect. If we find out, we’ll kill them 



immediately and let them keep the secret in their stomachs!” Liu Ruyan’s eyes 

were cold 

. Flash! 

For David, Liu Ruyan is willing to do anything! 

“It’s better to leave them alone, maybe that stone iron bridge has already been 

eaten by the bloodthirsty Thunder Eagle, let’s go to Jialing County first!” 

David said! 

Several people nodded, and then started walking in the direction of Jialing 

County! 

Chapter 2782 
Jade Cauldron Sect! 

After David and the others left Jade Cauldron Sect, Nie Heng took charge of 

the management of the entire Jade Cauldron Sect! 

Since it was his first time managing the sect, Nie Heng felt a little bit 

overwhelmed! 

“Elder Nie, there is a girl outside the sect who said she wants to see Mr. 

Chen…” 

A disciple of Jade Cauldron Sect walked into the hall and said to Nie Heng! 

“Girl?” 

Nie Heng frowned slightly, and immediately got up and walked out, because 

he was meeting David, so Nie Heng didn’t dare to neglect! 



Although David is not here, but if this girl is David’s friend, if he neglects her, 

he will be in trouble! 

When Nie Heng came outside the sect’s gate, he saw a girl in ragged clothes, 

with an ugly face and several scars on her body! 

“Who are you? Why are you looking for Mr. Chen?” 

Nie Heng asked the girl! 

“My name is Yisha, and I am the princess of the Demon Imperial City. I am 

being hunted down!” 

Yisha said weakly! 

When Nie Heng heard it, he was stunned on the spot. He didn’t expect that 

the ragged girl in front of him was the princess of Demon Imperial City! 

But thinking about it, not long ago, the Demon Emperor Yihe also came to the 

Jade Cauldron to look for David in embarrassment, and Nie Heng knew that 

there was something wrong in the Demon Emperor’s City! 

“Princess Isa, Mr. Chen is not in the sect, he has gone to attend the 

pharmacists meeting!” 

Nie Heng said to Princess Isa after being shocked! 

“Isn’t David here?” Isa frowned, a little at a loss! 

“Princess Isa, although Mr. Chen is not here, you can wait for him here to heal 

your wounds. Mr. Chen went to the pharmacist association and brought your 

father with him. It seems that he wants to detoxify your father.” Nie Heng 

turned to Princess 

Isa Said! 



When Princess Isa heard that her father was with David, and also attended the 

pharmacists’ meeting, she immediately relaxed a lot! 

So he nodded and said, “Thank you then…” 

“You’re welcome!” 

After Nie Heng finished speaking, he hurriedly invited Yisha into the Jade 

Cauldron School, and then asked Yisha to take a bath and change her clothes! 

After taking a bath, Isha regained her youthful and beautiful appearance! 

This made Nie Heng’s eyes straighten, but he knew that this was Isa and 

David’s friend, so he didn’t dare to show any blasphemy! 

“Can you contact David now? I want to talk to them to reassure them.” 

Isa wanted to talk to David so that her father would not be worried. 

Otherwise, the Demon Emperor Yihe thought that Yisha was caught by Huben 

and trapped in the Demon Emperor City! 

And maybe, Yisha has lost her most precious thing in the hands of Hu Ben 

long ago! 

“When Mr. Chen left, he left a sound transmission jade slip, I can contact him!” 

Nie Heng said! 

“That’s great, please contact David as soon as possible…” 

Yisha said happily after hearing this! 

Nie Heng nodded, took out the sound transmission jade slip, muttered 

something in his mouth, and crushed the jade slip in an instant! 



Soon, David’s voice appeared! 

“Nie Heng, is there something wrong with the Jade Cauldron Sect?” 

David asked! 

After all, not long after they came out, Nie Heng used the jade slip to talk, so 

something must have happened! 

“Mr. Chen, Princess Yisha has come to Jade Cauldron Sect and wants to talk to 

you!” 

Nie Heng said! 

When David heard that it was Princess Isa, he was stunned! 

“Isa, is it really Isa?” 

At this moment, Yihe’s excited voice came out! 

Hearing her father’s voice, Princess Yisha burst into tears and said, “Father, it’s 

me. I escaped, so you don’t have to worry about it.” When she heard that it 

was really Yisha’s voice, 

Yihe Yaohuang was choked up and couldn’t speak. Here comes the word! 

And David said excitedly, “Nie Heng, you must protect Princess Isa during our 

absence, understand?” “ 

Understood!” Nie Heng nodded! 

After Yisha followed David and said a few more words, the voice disappeared. 

After all, the sound transmission jade slip also has a time limit! 



Chapter 2783 
After knowing that Yisha is fine, both Yihe and David are in a good mood! 

The speed of the group has also increased! 

Not far from Jialing County, David and the others met a group of people! 

This group of people were dressed in the same clothes, and the leader was a 

thin old man. 

It seemed that this group of people was also heading towards Jialing County! 

“Third Elder, do you know this group of people?” 

David asked the Third Elder! 

If these people also participated in the pharmacist association, then the third 

elder must know each other, since they are all pharmacists after all, they 

should have met each other! 

The third elder glanced at the crowd, then shook his head and said, “I don’t 

know, it seems that this group of people don’t look like pharmacists!” “ 

Mr. Chen, can you see something?” 

David shook his head with a smile. 

David didn’t see anything wrong with this group of people, but David always 

felt that the breath of this group of people was different from ordinary monks! 

But David couldn’t tell what was different, so he asked the third elder! 

When this group of people saw David and the others, they couldn’t help but 

take a second look, and then walked past David and the others! 



When this group of people passed by David and the others, one of them kept 

looking at David and the others, and there seemed to be a pleading look in his 

eyes! 

When David wanted to take a closer look at that person, this group of people 

had already left quickly. It seemed that they deliberately followed David and 

the others to distance themselves, so this group of people left very quickly! 

David frowned slightly, staring closely at the group of people who 

disappeared! 

“David, what’s the matter? Is there anything strange about those people?” 

Liu Ruyan asked after seeing David’s expression! 

“I always feel that there is someone in that group of people who seems to be 

asking for help!” 

David said! 

“Help?” Liu Ruyan was taken aback for a moment, and then said, “This group 

of people obviously belongs to a gang. How could someone ask us for help? I 

guess you misunderstood it?” “It’s possible…” David 

smiled 

slightly road! 

After walking for a while, several people began to sit down and rest. Anyway, 

Jialing County is not far away, so there is no need to hurry! 

While they were resting, David disappeared! 

David could never forget the look in that person’s eyes, it was clearly a look 

for help! 



Moreover, David was a little puzzled by the aura of these people! 

It didn’t take long for David to catch up with those people, who were also 

resting under a big tree at this time! 

David searched for the person who called for help in the crowd, but he 

couldn’t find the person who asked for help after searching all over the place! 

Just when David was puzzled, he felt someone talking vaguely not far to his 

left, so David quietly sneaked over! 

Soon, David discovered that the person who called for help was with the thin 

old man who took the lead! 

In front of them, there was a furnace cauldron, and there was still white smoke 

coming out of the furnace cauldron, obviously they were making alchemy! 

“These guys, why are they making alchemy here?” 

David was a little surprised, he didn’t understand why these people were 

making alchemy in a place where there was no village or shop behind! 

Just when David wanted to use his sense of smell to smell some kind of elixir 

refined in this cauldron, the thin old man suddenly looked towards this side 

with stern eyes! 

David was startled, he had already hidden his aura, but he didn’t want to be 

noticed by the other party! 

David turned to leave, but he heard the thin old man say, “Who is it? Since you 

are here, don’t sneak around…” 

David got up and walked out after hearing this! 

When he saw David, the man who called for help was obviously taken aback! 



“Boy, what are you doing sneakily?” 

The thin old man looked at David and asked with a cold face! 

Chapter 2784 
“I’m taking a walk, this is not your home, can’t I come?” 

David said with a relaxed face! 

After hearing this, the thin old man frowned and said, “This is my place now, 

get out of here immediately, otherwise don’t blame the old man for being 

rude.” The 

thin old man burst out with murderous intent, and walked towards David , 

seems to want to scare David away! 

But who knew that David was not afraid at all, and said with a faint smile, “You 

said it belonged to your family, so it’s yours? Show me the land deed?” “ 

Good boy, are you looking for death?” 

The thin old man suddenly Furious, the breath on his body rises! 

At this moment, when the man at the side saw this, he jumped up and went 

straight to David! 

“Boy, die…” 

As soon as the man made a move, he was surrounded by fists, covering David 

directly! 

David was stunned for a moment, he didn’t understand why this man 

suddenly attacked him! 



Obviously, there was a bit of helplessness and pleading in this man’s eyes. He 

came over to see the situation by himself, and this guy actually shot him so 

ruthlessly! 

Seeing the man making a move, the thin old man withdrew his aura and 

looked at it with a sneer! 

Although David didn’t know what the man meant, David couldn’t just stand 

and be beaten when the other party attacked him with all his strength! 

Just when the shadow of the man’s fist came before his eyes, David slapped it 

out with one palm! 

The man in front of him was only at the fourth rank of the Body Fit Realm, so 

to David, he was no threat at all! 

David can knock the opponent back with just one shot! 

But as soon as David made a move, he was stunned for a moment, because he 

found that the man’s seemingly fierce punch actually didn’t have much 

strength, it could be described as weak and powerless! 

David understood immediately, it seemed that the man didn’t really want to 

attack him, so David quickly withdrew his strength, and his body also stepped 

back! 

The man had approached David at this moment, his fists were like swimming 

dragons, constantly pushing David back! 

It’s just that every punch of the man has no strength, and David is also acting 

with the man, as if he was beaten in a mess, so he can only dodge! 

If David didn’t react just now and slapped it out with a palm, if he didn’t 

withdraw his strength, the man would have already flown out! 



“Hurry up, don’t stay here waiting to die, these people are demon cultivators, 

you can’t provoke them.” 

The man attacked David, and whispered to David! 

“Demon cultivator?” David was taken aback. No wonder he felt that there was 

something wrong with the aura of this group of people, but he didn’t detect 

the aura of the demon clan! 

“What’s going on here?” David asked in puzzlement! 

“Don’t ask, I can’t explain a few sentences clearly, you should run for your life.” 

“ 

You are only the second rank of the Body Fit Realm, but you dare to follow 

me. I believe you are going to Jialing County. When the time comes, tell Jialing 

County Lord, these demon cultivators are also planning to go to Jialing 

County.” 

“They plan to steal the elixir from the Pharmacist’s Association, you must bring 

the word!” 

The man said solemnly! 

Seeing this, David understood why the man suddenly shot at him. It turned 

out that he saw that he was only the second-rank strength of the Fit Body 

Realm, and he was not the opponent of the thin old man at all. He was afraid 

that he would make a poisonous hand, so he took the lead! 

“Don’t look at me as the second rank of the Fit Body Realm, but it’s easy to 

deal with that old guy…” 

David smiled lightly, and immediately grabbed the man’s wrist! 

Before the man could react, he was subdued by David in an instant. 



The man’s face was shocked. You must know that he is at the fourth rank of 

the Body Fitting Realm. To deal with David, the second rank of the Fitting 

Body Realm, he is easy to catch, but he doesn’t want to be restrained by 

David, and there is no room for resistance! 

Chapter 2785 
“You…you…” 

The man looked at David in disbelief, not knowing what to say! 

At this moment, David let go of the man and said, “Take me there…” 

The man hesitated for a moment, and finally led David towards the thin old 

man! 

Seeing David and the man walking towards him, the thin old man’s face 

suddenly changed, “Suo Xingyue, what are you doing? Why don’t you kill 

him?” The man didn’t speak, and the expression on his face was complicated 

. Incomparable! 

But David looked at the thin old man and said, “You demon cultivator, you 

don’t need to find a place to hide, but you still dare to appear blatantly?” 

When the thin old man heard David reveal his identity, he immediately 

understood Suo Xingyue betrayed herself, so she no longer hid herself, and 

there were streaks of black energy emanating from her body, which was 

obviously some kind of magic skill she had cultivated. 

“Suo Xingyue, you dare to expose the old man’s identity, do you know the 

consequences?” 

the thin old man asked! 



Suo Xingyue gritted her teeth, and suddenly raised her head and said, “I know 

the consequences, but even if I die, I won’t be helping the evildoers. I will help 

you hide the evil energy on your body along the way, but how many people 

have you killed?” “The worst thing is to 

die , I won’t refine the elixir for you to hide the evil energy, you can kill or cut 

whatever you want!” 

Suo Xingyue also went all out, and yelled at the thin old man! 

“Okay, since you are not afraid of death, then I will help you. Do you think that 

a mere second-grade monk in the physical fitness state can save you?” The 

thin old man said, and with a movement of his fingers, black breaths came 

from Suo Xing 

. Yue came out, Suo Xingyue screamed, fell to the ground and twitched 

continuously! 

“Little brother, kill me, kill me, don’t let me be tortured.” 

Suo Xingyue looked at David and said! 

David frowned slightly, then stepped forward and grabbed Suo Xingyue’s 

wrist! 

A burst of spiritual power penetrated into Suo Xingyue’s body, and David 

realized that Suo Xingyue’s body was filled with a stream of devilish energy. At 

this moment, the devil’s energy was rampaging through Suo Xingyue’s body, 

causing Suo Xingyue to suffer terribly! 

“Don’t worry, with me here, you won’t die…” 

After David finished speaking, he stretched out his hand and tapped Suo 

Xingyue’s body a few times, and immediately above Suo Xingyue’s head, a 

swirling black mist kept emerging ! 



But David suddenly exerted more force, and all the black mist was sucked into 

David’s body! 

It only took a moment for Suo Xingyue’s demon energy to disappear, and 

David sucked it into his body! 

Seeing this scene, Suo Xingyue was dumbfounded! 

“Little brother, what are you… What are you doing? If you are contaminated 

with devilish energy, your life will be worse than death.” 

Suo Xingyue didn’t understand why David sucked that devilish energy into her 

body! 

“Don’t worry, I’ll be fine.” 

David smiled, and then looked at the thin old man! 

The thin old man looked at David with surprise on his face, “Who the hell are 

you? How dare you inhale my devilish energy?” “ 

You don’t care who I am. You still have time to go now. Pharmacists know, so I 

don’t want you to cause damage.” 

“Besides, I don’t care if you are a demon, beast or human, as long as you don’t 

provoke me, I don’t bother to talk to you.” 

David waved his hand at the thin old man! 

The thin old man was dumbfounded. He looked at David up and down. He 

couldn’t believe that David, a monk of the second rank of the Composite Body 

Realm, dared to speak to him in such a tone! 

How can I say that I am also the strength of the sixth rank of the Fit Body 

Realm? With such a gap in strength, I can slap the opponent to death with a 

single slap! 



Now the thin old man doesn’t even know where David’s confidence comes 

from! 

Even Suo Xingyue at the side was puzzled. Although David’s strength might 

indeed be higher than his performance, a second-grade monk in the 

Composite Body Realm had no chance of winning against a sixth-grade 

Composite Body Realm monk! 

Chapter 2786 
“Boy, you are too crazy. I really don’t know who gave you the courage, but I 

will provoke you today. Let’s see what you can do to me.” The thin old man 

said, the coldness on his 

body The air burst out instantly, and the entire mountain forest was filled with 

this cold air! 

Immediately afterwards, the thin old man stretched out his hand to grab it, 

and black flames emanated from his body, turning into fire dragons and 

heading straight for David! 

When David saw the black flames emanating from the thin old man, he 

instantly had a feeling of déjà vu! 

“Mr. Chen, this is Zhihuo. I didn’t expect that this old guy is also from the 

lineage of Balrog, but his Zhihuo is too bad, and he is not as pure as me.” At 

this moment, David’s voice sounded in his mind 

. ! 

David also instantly understood that this flame turned out to be the flame of 

the demon clan, but because it was not pure, David didn’t think of it for a 

while! 

“Since you want to play with fire, then I’ll play with you…” 



David moved his palm, and a ball of flames danced on his fingertips instantly! 

Immediately afterwards, David flicked lightly, and the flame shot straight 

forward! 

Seeing this scene, the thin old man couldn’t help laughing out loud, “Hahaha, 

what are you kidding, you dare to compete with the old man with just a little 

flame like you? 

” …” 

The thin old man had a sneer on his face, he couldn’t see the flame that 

popped up from David at all! 

Compared with his several fire dragons, this group of flames is simply 

insignificant! 

But the thin old man didn’t know at all that David’s seemingly inconspicuous 

flame was the real ultimate flame, the purest ultimate flame! 

boom! 

Just after David’s flame was ejected, it suddenly exploded in mid-air, and the 

flames roared out all over the sky, forming a wall of fire! 

The entire area was shrouded in flames, and the scorching heat distorted the 

space! 

The fire dragons of the thin old man were instantly devoured by the flames! 

The trees, flowers and plants around the forest were all withered in an instant, 

and even the birds and beasts flying in the sky were directly reduced to ashes! 

David is a pure flame, so its power is needless to say, compared to the thin old 

man’s flame, it is not only a hundred times stronger! 



Seeing this, the thin old man hurriedly backed away. He didn’t dare to resist 

the flames, or he might be burned to ashes too! 

“You… who are you? Why is the flame you control somewhat similar to mine?” 

The 

thin old man looked at David and asked with a puzzled expression on his face! 

“What kind of flame are you?” David asked! 

“This old man is the most powerful flame of the Demon Race, the most 

powerful flame of our Flame Demon lineage…” 

the thin old man said with a little pride! 

“Damn, what a fucking embarrassment to the Balrog’s lineage, it’s called 

Zhihuo, I really don’t know how they practice it.” 

Zhe Yan couldn’t help but cursed in David’s mind! 

But this is also normal, after all, the Demon Race has been divided for so many 

years, even the Flame Demon lineage has been divided into countless small 

sects! 

Some of the offshoots, perhaps only practiced some of the superficial flames, 

also established sects, which caused other people to practice the flames of the 

demon race, and it changed their taste! 

In fact, Zheyan’s Zhihuo is not as pure as the small group of Zhihuo in David’s 

body. After all, David’s group of Zhihuo is the real Zhihuo of the demon race! 

“I am also the flame of the Demon Race, we practice the same.” 

David said with a faint smile! 



“You fart, why have I never seen Zhihuo with this kind of breath, don’t lie to 

me, and you are not a demon, how can you cultivate the Zhihuo of our 

demons?” 

“I think you peeped at the cultivation method of our Demon Race Zhihuo, and 

you secretly integrated into one or two, so that it is somewhat similar to my 

Zhihuo!” The thin old man didn’t believe it at all, David was also 

using the Demon Race Zhihuo! 

 


